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Disclaimer
The Biomass Production Cost Calculator (BPCC) is a tool designed to assist the user in understanding
the potential operating costs and revenues from growing a hybrid poplar (Populus spp.) biomass
crop. The BPCC is not, nor is it intended to be, a definitive guide for producing the crop.
Information provided by the AHB Feedstock Team that populates the worksheets represent actual
or best estimates of costs, yields and revenues based on the experience gained in establishing,
growing and harvesting four Demonstration Farms as part of the AHB project. Production costs,
revenues and rates of return calculated by this model are not a guarantee that a grower will achieve
identical or similar results in their own specific situation. None of the information provided in the
BPCC shall be deemed to be an express or implied representation or warranty as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained therein and is not intended to be relied upon by the
user making any definitive decisions.
Introduction and Background
The AHB Feedstock Team developed the Biomass Production Cost Calculator so that potential
growers, investors and research partners would have the tools necessary to determine if growing
hybrid poplar biomass for conversion to biofuels and biochemicals is worthwhile. The BPCC
incorporates a hybrid poplar biomass discounted cash flow model that utilizes the most up-to-date
yields, cost and price assumptions for land, site preparation, plant material costs, crop
establishment, crop care, management fees, harvesting and transportation. Inputs have been
developed through the establishment and management of four regional hybrid poplar
demonstration farms. The output shows the establishment, crop care, harvesting and
transportation costs as well as the biomass production cost. Also shown is the expected internal
rate of return (IRR) for a given input selling price of hybrid poplar biomass feedstock delivered to the
biorefinery and the Net Present Value (NPV) over the rotation for a given interest rate input.
The AHB Project was initiated in 2012 to demonstrate that purpose-grown, short-rotation hybrid
poplar plantations can produce high yields of sustainable woody biomass. Short rotation biomass
production utilizes high yield clonal varieties of hybrid poplar as the growing stock. Conventional
agricultural equipment is used for site preparation prior to planting. Ground is prepared much the
same way as for agricultural crops, through disking and smoothing to leave the soil even and weedfree. Planting unrooted poplar cuttings is done by hand. Crop care, primarily in the form of weed
and pest control, is a combination of mechanical, chemical and manual methods. Small disks or
rototillers keep the alleyways between tree rows free of weeds while manual laborers use hand
tools and herbicides applied by backpack sprayers for weed control within the row. Pest control and
nutrition are also important aspects of growing the crop.
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Harvesting is accomplished using a conventional forage chopper (New Holland FR-9080) equipped
with a special biomass cutting head (New Holland 130-FB), developed by New Holland Agriculture in
conjunction with the State University of New York (SUNY) (Figure 1). This machine cuts, chops and
moves material into adjacent collection vehicles in a single pass through the field. Biomass can then
be transferred to highway-ready vehicles at the field edge for transportation to a nearby biorefinery.

Figure 1. The New Holland FR-9080 Forage Harvester equipped with the 130-FB biomass head.

Four Demonstration Farms were established by GreenWood Resources, Inc., the leader of the
Feedstock Team under AHB (Figure 2). The four sites represent a broad geographic area as well as
different soils and climatic conditions. Two farms were established in 2012. The first is in the upper
panhandle of Idaho, near Hayden and the second in the Willamette Valley of Oregon, near Jefferson.
Two additional farms were planted the following year on the Pilchuck Tree Farm, an upland site of
the northern Puget Sound area, near Mt. Vernon, Washington and in the delta farmlands of the
Sacramento River, near Clarksburg, California.
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Figure 2. Location of four hybrid poplar Demonstration Farms.

There is a great deal of flexibility on the part of the user in applying the BPCC to their specific
situation. Items that can be modified include:
Production Schedule:
Length of the Establishment Cycle in years
Length of the Coppice Cycle in years
Number of Coppice cycles to determine total rotation length
Production Activities:
Land cost as either a lease or purchase
Site preparation
Plant material, planting and crop establishment
Crop care activities and intensity
Harvesting
Farming and Harvesting Equipment and Labor:
Size and horsepower
Equipment operating cost per hour
Cost per hour of equipment operator
Manual labor costs
Transportation cost for biomass delivery to the biorefinery
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Chemical Use:
Herbicides, insecticides, fertilizers and rodenticides
Application rates and frequency of application
Chemical cost
Application cost
Administration:
Property management fees
Administrative and accounting fees
Property and income taxes
Biomass Yield Tables:
Establishment yields after one or two growing seasons from planting
Coppice yields after one, two or three growing seasons
Ability to quickly see the impact of yield changes
This is intended to be a dynamic tool that can be readily modified by the user as new or updated
information becomes available.

Using the Biomass Production Cost Calculator
The BPCC consists of a set of linked Microsoft Excel worksheets. Worksheets (each in its own tab)
are:
• Acknowledgements and Disclaimer
• Assumptions and Inputs
• Output
A worksheet tab for each of the four Demonstration Farms:
• Clarksburg, California
• Hayden, Idaho
• Jefferson, Oregon
• Pilchuck, Washington
• Glossary of Terms and Acronyms
• For Further Reading (publications relating to poplar biomass production)
• Unit Conversions worksheet for converting between Metric and Imperial Units
The User’s Guide is a stand-alone PDF document that is downloaded at the same time as the
Biomass Production Cost Calculator.
IMPORTANT:
•
•

It is assumed that the user has a working knowledge of Microsoft Excel in order to
navigate between worksheet tabs and to enter or modify assumptions and inputs.
In order to preserve the “base case” scenario and inputs from the AHB Feedstock
Team, it is a good idea to either work from a copy of the BPCC or to save the file
under a different name immediately upon opening.
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•
•
•

It may be helpful to have the BPCC open in Excel, while reviewing these instructions,
as many inputs refer to specific tables or cells for user input.
Only cells that are highlighted in light blue can be modified by the user. All other
cells and worksheet tabs are locked and not intended to be modified.
Additional worksheets contain tables and formulas for internal calculations and are
not intended to be modified by the user.

To begin, review each of the tabs to familiarize yourself with the structure and layout.
Next, in the Assumptions and Inputs tab:
1) Decide on and select one of the four Demonstration Farms that you believe best
represents your geographic area, climatic conditions and agricultural practices from the
drop-down list (cell C5). See Table 1, below, for site descriptions.
2) Create the Production Schedule, providing inputs for the Establishment Cycle Duration,
Coppice Cycle Duration and the Number of Coppice Cycles from the drop-down lists
(cells E9 to E11).
3) Select between the Lease and Purchase option for land in the drop-down list (cell C6). If
necessary, modify the land lease or purchase price for the selected site (cells D16 to
E19). If Purchase is selected, enter additional inputs for Land Disposition at the End of
the Rotation in cells D22 and D23.
4) Enter a Price for Delivered Biomass that you would like to receive or that you know is
available through a nearby biorefinery (cell E27).
Move to the Output worksheet to see production costs (cell B10 to E48) and the Internal Rate of
Return (IRR) (cells G15 to H16).
Since the BPCC is already populated with the AHB Feedstock Team’s production data and best
estimates of activities, labor costs and chemical costs, plus establishment, crop care, harvesting and
transportation costs, the Output tab already calculates production costs and the internal rate of
return.
IMPORTANT: It is now up to you, as the user, to either accept the pre-populated entries in the
worksheets or modify items in the Assumptions and Inputs and site worksheets in order to generate
a more accurate and realistic production cost and internal rate of return for your specific situation.
Setting the correct level of activities in the site worksheets is critically important in order to obtain
the best results from the BPCC. An excellent source of information is “A Grower’s Guide to ShortRotation Hybrid Poplar as a Bioenergy Crop in the Pacific Northwest” compiled and produced by the
Washington State University Extension Team of the AHB project. This manual can be found online at
https://hardwoodbiofuels.org/audiences/poplar-growers/poplar-growers-guide/.
The instructions below will guide you through making specific changes to the Assumptions and
Inputs and to the site worksheet tabs to modify activities for establishment, crop care and
harvesting.
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Modifying the Assumptions and Inputs
This section will guide you through the Assumptions and Inputs worksheet, explaining what each
item represents and the inputs that are required.
IMPORTANT: Entries in the Assumptions and Inputs worksheet will generate an error message if the
entry is outside the limits determined by the AHB Feedstock Team. For example, if the Biomass
Price (cell E27) is set to -$1.00, the adjacent cell displays the message “Price must be greater than
$0.00”. All error messages are displayed in bold red text. In addition, a message appears at the top
of the Assumptions and Inputs worksheet and the Output worksheet stating “There is an Input Out
of Range” when an erroneous input is made.

Managing Changes to the BPCC
If you plan on making changes to the inputs and crop care activities, save the BPCC under a different
name to a file directory of your computer hard drive prior to making any changes. This will preserve
the “base case” BPCC inputs that are in place when it is initially downloaded.
When testing sets of inputs, it is also advisable to save each set of changes to your computer with a
different and descriptive file name for future reference. For example, if you are testing high,
average and low yield numbers, save them as “BPCC High Yields”, “BPCC Average Yields” and “BPCC
Low Yields”, respectively. It might also be beneficial to code the date into the file name for tracking
purposes. A fully descriptive file name might look like “BPCC High Yields 11-14-19”. You can then
open multiple versions and compare the files side-by-side to see the differences.
To retain hard copy printouts of various sets of inputs and activities, the Assumptions and Inputs tab
and the Output tab are formatted for easy printing.

Site Selection and Land
Choosing one of the four locations represented by the demonstration farms of the AHB project is an
important choice to accurately model your anticipated biomass plantation. Choice of site represents
different soils, rainfall and temperature conditions all of which affect the yield of the crop.
Climate and physiographic features of each of the four sites is shown in Table 1. This information
may assist you in more closely matching your site to one of the four AHB Demonstration Farms.
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Table 1. Description of four Demonstration Farms in the AHB Biofuels project.
Location
Precipitation
Elevation
Physiographic
Soil
(inches/year)
(feet)
description
Clarksburg, CA
18
3
Sacramento Valley
Clay
delta flood plain
Hayden, ID
26
2,300
Upper panhandle
Silty loam with
alluvial terrace
coarse gravel
fraction
Jefferson, OR
45
270
Willamette valley
Clay loam
alluvial terrace
Pilchuck, WA
36
700
Cascade Range
Clay loam with
piedmont
coarse gravel
fraction

Topography
Flat
Flat
Flat to < 5%
slopes
Rolling hills to
< 10% slopes

Choosing between Purchase and Lease land options represents a potential grower’s use of capital to
establish the biomass farm. The Purchase option assumes purchase of the land at the beginning of
the rotation with additional user inputs to either keep or sell the land at the end of the rotation.
The Lease option assumes periodic payments on a per acre per year basis for the length of the
rotation.
Make a selection of the site Location in cell C5 and the Land type in cell C6 (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Input cells for site selection and land lease or purchase.

Note that drop-down lists appear in each cell to define the choices.

Determine the Production Schedule
Setting up the crop production schedule and rotation length is another important consideration.
The rotation length is broken into cycles with an Establishment Cycle followed by repeated Coppice
Cycles.
The Establishment Cycle is limited to 1- or 2-years duration (cell E9), while the Coppice cycle can be
1-, 2- or 3-years duration (cell E10) (Figure 4). The Number of coppice cycles can range from 1 to 6
(cell E11). Drop-down lists define the available choices for each item.
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Figure 4. Drop down lists define the available selections for the Production Schedule.

Total rotation length cannot exceed 20 years and is calculated as the Establishment Cycle duration
plus the Coppice Cycle duration multiplied by the number of Coppice Cycles.
Again, it is up to you to determine opportunity costs for alternate crops and anticipated future
changes in crops and markets when determining the rotation length of a hybrid poplar biomass
crop. Fortunately, it is quite easy to observe the impact on production costs and the IRR by making
changes in the coppice cycle duration or number of cycles in the Production Schedule inputs.

Land Cost
Purchase or lease prices for land are entered into cells D16 to E19 (Figure 5). There are inputs for
each of the four Demonstration Farm areas as either Purchased land or Leased land. The inputs are
on a per-acre basis. Once you have selected the desired site location, you need only change those
entries in the input table. For example, in Figure 5, land near Jefferson, Oregon is shown as leasing
for $155.00 per acre per year.
Additional information about land lease or purchase rates for a specific area or county within a state
can be found at the USDA National Agriculture Statistics Service (NASS) website
http://quickstats.nass.usda.gov/. Note that the Pilchuck lease rate is actually for pastureland, not
cropland, as the site is a piedmont upland site. Choose between irrigated crop land, non-irrigated
cropland or pastureland from the USDA NASS site as is appropriate for your specific location.

Figure 5. Inputs for land purchase or lease and disposition of the land at the end of the rotation.
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Land Disposition at the End of the Rotation
If you have selected Purchase as the land option in cell C6 (Figure 3), complete the inputs to cells
D22 and D23 to determine how the land is treated when the rotation is complete (Figure 5).
Select either Sell or Keep from the drop-down box in cell D22. Keep means that the land is retained
in order to continue growing crops, whether another rotation of hybrid poplars or other
conventional agricultural crops. Sell means that the land is sold immediately after the final harvest,
with the sale price treated as income that enters the revenue stream for both the Internal Rate of
Return (IRR) calculation and the Net Present Value (NPV) table in the Output worksheet. The land
sale revenue appears in the year following the last year of crop production. For example, if the
rotation was set for 17 years, the land sale revenue appears in year 18. The BPCC automatically
adjusts the NPV table for whatever Production Schedule is created, up to the maximum rotation
length of 20 years.
If Sell is chosen, enter an estimated sale price you could expect to receive at the end of the rotation
in cell D23. Following the examples shown in Figures 3 and 4, the Jefferson site is selected and if
both Purchase and Sell were chosen for the land, the initial purchase price per acre from the Land
Cost table in Figure 5 would be $2,150.00 per acre. Note that in Figure 5 the land sale price at the
end of the 20-year rotation is entered as $2,500.00 per acre (cell D23), a modest appreciation in
value.
IMPORTANT: If Lease is the selected land option in cell C6, entries in cells D22 and D23 will have no
impact of any of the production cost or financial calculations.

Price for Delivered Biomass
Enter a price per green short ton (GST) in cell E27 (Figure 6). This price is automatically converted to
a bone-dry ton (BDT) basis in cell E28.

Figure 6. Biomass price, in green short tons (GST) is entered in cell E23.

The entered price can be your estimated desired price or a price you obtain from a nearby
biorefinery that will accept delivery of hybrid poplar biomass. Note that conversion from green to
dry weight is dependent upon the moisture content of the delivered biomass. Moisture content
(cell E120) is another input in the Assumptions and Input tab and is detailed below. If a target BDT
price is desired, it may be necessary to modify the green ton price (cell E27) if the moisture content
is also modified.
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Expenses
Cells E30 through E43 contain an array of administrative and miscellaneous expenses and values
(Figure 7).
Transportation costs from your plantation to a biorefinery are in cells E30 and E31. Specify the cost
of hauling material in cell E30. This is entered as dollars per green ton per mile of hauling distance.
Local trucking companies may simply quote a price per delivered load of green biomass from your
location to the biorefinery. In this situation, you will need to have the trucking company estimate
the number of green tons per load in their trucks and also the hauling distance (one way) in miles.
The formula for determining the USD per green short ton (GST) per mile would be:
USD/GST/Mile = USD per Load

÷

Truck Capacity (tons) ÷ Transport Distance (Miles)

As an example (shown in Figure 7):
$0.13/GST/Mile = $156.00 per Load

÷

30 tons

÷ 40 miles

Consult local trucking companies to get an estimate of this cost. Distance in miles to the biorefinery
from your location is entered in cell E31. Both of these entries can be set to “0”, in the event you
choose to totally remove transportation costs from the production scenario.
Operational and Administrative costs are entered in cells E32 and E33. These are the costs you incur
doing business to manage and administer your plantations and are entered as dollars per acre per
year. Similarly, Property Taxes can be entered in cell E34 as dollars per acre per year. Change any of
these values to better represent your situation in administering and operating your plantations.
Property management is an annual fee paid to a company to oversee and take care of your
plantations and is entered in cell E35. If you choose to hand off the management and operation of
plantations to another business, their annual fee, in dollars per acre per year should be entered in
cell E35. Income tax percentage is entered in cell E36.

Figure 7. Table of inputs for various expenses related to biomass production.
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Several entries relating to administrative procedures are shown as Inventory (cell E37), Accounts
receivable (cell E38) and Accounts payable (cell E39). These entries determine accounting schedules
for income and expenses used internally in the model.
Due diligence and closing (cell E40) and Broker fee (cell E41) are the administrative costs of
acquiring land on which plantations will be established. Both are entered as dollars per acre.
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is an index developed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and
represents the percent change in price of a collection of consumer goods that are periodically
monitored and averaged to create the index. Enter the current CPI percentage in cell E42.
Enter the target percentage or “hurdle rate” for the Net Present Value in cell E43. This is used as the
interest rate when calculating Net Present Value in the tables found in the Output worksheet.

Equipment Cost (exclusive of fuel and operator)
Cells E48 through F63 contain entries for the hourly operating cost and horsepower rating of specific
types of equipment that may be used during the establishment and crop care of your hybrid poplar
biomass plantations (Figure 8). Hourly operating costs should not include the cost of the equipment
operator as these will be entered in the next table, described below. Note that the equipment type
is pre-defined in cells C48 through C63.

Figure 8. Equipment cost and horsepower (H.P.) ratings input table.

Modify the types of equipment for cost and horsepower, as needed, to better match your
operation. For example, if your Mid-size tractor (line 53) actually costs $70 per hour to operate and
is 115 horsepower, change the entries in cells E53 and F53, respectively. Fuel consumption will
automatically be calculated based on the type of equipment and the horsepower rating entered.
This will be used by the BPCC to calculate fuel cost during activities specified in the site worksheets.
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Equipment Operator & Farm Laborer Costs
Costs for equipment operators and laborers are entered in cells E67, E68 and E70 through E84
(Figure 9).
Note that the same equipment types found in the Equipment Cost table are repeated in this table
for ease of viewing and modification. Following the example from above, if your Mid-size tractor
operator receives $35 per hour, make that entry in cell E73. Additionally, there are entries for
Laborer (cell E71) and Supervisor, Labor Crew (cell E82). These are the fully loaded wage rates of
manual labor activities conducted either by your own crews or crews hired on a contract basis. It is
assumed that for any crew over two people, there will be one supervisor with the remainder of the
crew made up of Laborers.

Figure 9. Table of inputs for equipment and laborer fully loaded hourly wage rates.

As with the equipment costs, the labor rates shown in these cells represent the AHB Feedstock
Team’s best estimates based on operation of the four Demonstration Farms and conversations with
contractors and local farmers.

Chemicals
Herbicides, pesticides and fertilizers are common tools used to manage hybrid poplar biomass
plantations. This table arrays a wide range of chemicals and allows for input of current prices in cells
E88 through E110 (Figure 10). Note that prices are specified as dollars per quart, if a liquid, and
dollars per pound if a non-liquid formulation.
Should a chemical needed for your operation not be found on the list, there is a special case entry
found on line 90, Chemical – other. Although the Trade Name cannot be edited, you can enter the
cost per pound or quart, select units as either pounds or quarts depending on the formulation and
specify if it is an Herbicide, Insecticide, Pesticide or Rodenticide. This special case entry would then
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be treated like any other chemical on the list when being applied as part of the management
prescription for your biomass plantations.
Specific trade name chemicals referenced in this list does not constitute an endorsement of the
product by the AHB Feedstock Team.

Figure 10. Input table for chemical prices. Note that line 90 is for a chemical entry not found in this list.

Equipment Fuel (off-road diesel)
Fuel cost is entered in cell E111 as dollars per gallon. It is assumed the fuel is off-road diesel,
typically used in farming equipment nationwide.

Figure 11. Enter the cost of equipment fuel in cell E111.

Note that changes to the fuel price do not change transportation costs, as fuel price is assumed to
be incorporated into the quoted price for hauling biomass from the field to the refinery.
The listed website for the U.S. Energy Information Administration is one of several useful sites for
tracking current fuel prices, by region.
Plantation Acreage
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Size of the planting used in the model is fixed at 100 acres, even though most of the calculated costs
are returned by the model as dollars per acre. This size was chosen as it is often easier to visualize
operating on a moderate to large scale to capture the economy of scale, rather than a single-acre
model. The acreage is assumed to be 100% planted, meaning any field access, headlands and other
non-planted areas are in addition to the 100 acres. This value cannot be edited by the user.

Cutting Cost (Planting Stock)
Establishment of biomass plantations uses unrooted hybrid poplar cuttings as the planting stock.
The cost of each cutting is entered in cell E115 (Figure 12).

Figure 12. The cost of unrooted hybrid poplar cuttings for planting stock is entered in cell E115.

This cost assumes the cuttings are cut to length, boxed with plastic liners to prevent moisture loss
and made ready for pick up to be placed in cold storage until the time of planting. Modify the cost
per cutting, as needed, with information provided by your supplier.
IMPORTANT: Selection of hybrid poplar varieties (clones) is critically important in order to obtain
the highest yields for your plantations. Discuss with your local nurseryman, supplier or agricultural
extension agent what varieties are recommended for your specific area. Also, refer to “A Grower’s
Guide to Short-Rotation Hybrid Poplar as a Bioenergy Crop in the Pacific Northwest” for a discussion
of the importance of proper planting stock on the AHB website (hardwoodbiofuels.org).
IMPORTANT: Plantations are assumed to be planted on a 10-foot by 3-foot spacing, for a total of
1,452 trees per acre. This was the established planting density for the AHB project Demonstration
Farms. The plantation density cannot be modified by the user. Other plantation densities are
beyond the scope of the BPCC, especially with regards to yields at the time of harvest.

Irrigation Cost
Two of the four AHB Demonstration Farms were irrigated. The site in Hayden, Idaho was irrigated
using drip irrigation lines, while the site in Clarksburg, California was irrigated by furrow irrigation
from its second growing season on.
Cost of irrigation shown is the Feedstock Team’s best representation of irrigation costs that
primarily involves the cost of pumping water from a supply source. Modify the value shown in cell
E117 to best fit your farming situation, if it is determined that irrigation is needed (Figure 13). The
entry is dollars per acre inch applied. An acre inch is defined as the amount of water needed to
cover one acre with water to a depth of one inch. By mathematical calculation one-acre inch equals
27,154 gallons of water.
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Figure 13. The cost of water to irrigate a plantation is entered in cell E117.

The amount of irrigation water applied is entered in each specific site worksheet as part of the
annual crop care prescription and is entered as acre inches per growing season.

Moisture Content
The moisture content of hybrid poplar biomass is defined as the percent of the total weight that is
made up of water at the time of measurement. Enter the moisture content of the biomass in cell
E119 (Figure 14). The percent dry wood is automatically calculated.

Figure 14. Enter the percent water moisture content in cell E119.

It is important that the moisture content value be as accurate as possible, as the percent moisture
impacts harvesting and transportation costs directly, thus effecting the delivered production cost
and the internal rate of return. For example, a high moisture content means the harvester must
process more standing trees to process a bone-dry ton (BDT) and that weight-limited trucks will be
carrying additional water instead of wood.
Typically, the biorefinery will provide payment on a BDT basis after determining the moisture
content of the biomass, which is delivered green (with moisture). This is the same system routinely
used in the pulp and paper industry for the delivery and payment for wood chips to make paper.
The default value of 52% moisture was derived from AHB Feedstock Team experience during
multiple crop harvests and samples from many hybrid poplar biomass research trials throughout the
duration of the project.
IMPORTANT: If you need maintain a fixed BDT price from the biorefinery and modify the moisture
content, double check your price target, as you will need to change the GST price in order to meet
the target. This is because the calculated BDT price uses the moisture content when converting
green weight to bone dry weight.
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Harvester Production
The AHB project harvesting system was designed to cut, chip and move biomass into a collection
vehicle in a single pass through the field (Figure 1). The base unit is a conventional forage harvester
(New Holland FR-9080) fitted with a custom head specifically designed to cut and handle woody
biomass (New Holland 130-FB).
Harvesting costs are directly related to the age, size and yield per acre of the biomass crop being
cut. Cells E122 through E124 provide the inputs for determining the cost of harvest of hybrid poplar
biomass (Figure 15). Entries include Establishment Cycle (MPH ground speed) in cell E122, Coppice
Cycle (green tons per hour) in cell E123 and Harvesting Efficiency in cell E124.

Figure 15. Cells E122 to E124 contain inputs that are used to calculate harvester operating hours and cost.

The experience of the AHB Feedstock team led to a split for the inputs determining harvest
capability, based on the standing yield to be cut. Establishment Cycle yields over a two-year growing
cycle were not observed to be above a total of 6.0 BDT’s per acre. Similarly, Coppice Cycle yields
from one growing season did not exceed 5.0 BDT’s per acre. Consequently, the harvester was not
biomass limited in its movement through the field. However, it was observed that ground speed
could be too high, causing damage to the remaining stumps which are necessary to produce the
resprouts needed for subsequent coppice cycles. Thus, the Establishment Cycle harvest and oneyear Coppice Cycle harvest is limited by ground speed and cannot exceed 4.5 MPH without
generating an error message.
Year two or year three harvests during the Coppice Cycles have standing biomass yields that can
limit the ground speed of the harvester. Observed yields up to 29 BDT’s per acre have been
recorded, a substantial increase over the Establishment Cycle yields of one- or two-year-old stands,
or one-year yields of Coppice stands. In this situation, the harvester is limited by the green ton
throughput, that is, how much material it can cut, chip and move into the collection vehicles each
hour. Throughput rates of over 110 green tons per hour have been observed by the AHB Feedstock
Team. However, this maximizes the harvester’s capability and was determined to be too wearing on
the machine on a sustained basis. The default value in cell E123 is set at 80 green tons per hour as a
steady pace at which the harvesting machine can move through high yield biomass stands while not
overtaxing the equipment.
Harvesting efficiency (cell E124) is defined as the percentage of running time in the field when the
machine is actively engaged in cutting and processing hybrid poplar biomass. The remaining
percentage of time is made up of turns at the field edge, wait time between changes in offloading
vehicles and other delays experienced in the field. This does not include refueling, changing saw
blades, other maintenance or down time for repairs. The default value is set at 80%.
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Yields
The amount of biomass produced by hybrid poplar stands is the yield. The table containing yield
information that is used by the BPCC shows yield in bone dry tons per acre per year (Figure 16). This
is commonly referred to as the Mean Annual Increment (MAI) and is calculated by dividing the total
yield by the number of growing seasons completed. The table contains two parts, the first for the
Establishment Cycle yields (cells B131 to D134) and the second for the Coppice Cycle yields (cells
B138 to E141). The table arrays the four AHB Demonstration Farms along the left side with the
growing seasons across the top. For example, if a year three coppice biomass stand at Jefferson,
Oregon achieved 24.3 BDT’s per acre at the end of the third growing season, the MAI is calculated as
8.1 BDT’s per acre per year (24.3 ÷ 3 = 8.1). The value 8.1 is then entered in the table under year
three of the growing season for the Jefferson location (cell E140) (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Hybrid poplar biomass yields are entered in this table as MAI BDT’s/acre/year.

Yields found in this table represent an average of the standing inventory of the top four hybrid
poplar varieties for each location and for each growing season as determined by the AHB Feedstock
Team.
Additional information for predicting yields for sites throughout the Pacific Northwest and northern
California can be found at the AHB website poplarmodel.org. This site uses a modified version of
the conventional forestry 3PG growth model specifically tailored for hybrid poplar plantings on
coppice rotations. The model ties the growth predictions to user selectable map locations and
provides inputs for temperature, soil conditions, precipitation and other factors that impact site
productivity. A video tutorial describing how to use the poplar growth model is available by clicking
the Help button at the bottom of the browser window.
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Yield Modifiers
A quick and easy way to determine the economic impact of changes in yield is to use the Yield
Modifier table (cells G130 through J141) and Yield Selector (cell H126).
The Yield Modifier table arrays the four Demonstration Sites along the left side, with range
percentages across the top identified as Low, Average and High. This is done for both the
Establishment Cycle and the Coppice Cycles. Default values for the Low yield are set at 90% of
Average, while the High yield is set at 110% of Average. You may enter any value in the Low yield
(cells H130 to cell H133 and cell H138 to cell H1421) from 80% to 99%. Values less than 80% are not
permitted. Similarly, values for the High yield (cell J130 to cell J133 and cell J138 to cell J141) can be
adjusted from 101% up to 120% of average. Values greater than 120% are not permitted.

Figure 17. Yield modifiers and the yield selector are used to
quickly select among Low, Average and High yields for comparison.

Once yield percentages ranges are entered, test the impact on the cost of production and internal
rate of return, by toggling the Yield Selector (cell H126) and between Low, Average and High in the
drop-down list (Figure 18). Move to the Output worksheet tab to see the impact on the cost of
production and the internal rate of return for each selection.

Figure 18. The drop down list for toggling the Yield Selector.
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This method of modifying yields can be useful for a potential grower, if after selecting their site
location, they feel that their sites are above or below average for the general region in which they
are located. For example, if a grower in the Willamette Valley has corn fields that typically produce
16% more yield than the average for the county, the grower could put 116% in the High range of the
yield modifier table for Jefferson, in both cells J132 and J140. Then, by setting the Yield Selector to
High, it is easy to examine the impact of a 16% increase on the economics of biomass production.
IMPORTANT: The Assumptions and Inputs tab is formatted to print all the tables on two pages in
portrait orientation. You can also use the “Page Setup” menu command to put your own custom
title in the header or footer of the printout.

Reviewing and Modifying the Site Worksheets
As an example of using the site worksheet tabs, this section will guide you through the Jefferson,
Oregon site worksheet, explaining what the activities represent, how to increase or decrease the
intensity of an activity, how to assign manual labor crews to an activity, how to include fertilizer,
weed or pest control chemicals in an activity and how to review and change the harvesting of the
poplar biomass. Lists of activities and the method in which changes are made is identical across all
four of the site worksheets. Only the selection of different activities and intensity of activities varies
between sites, based on the AHB Feedstock Team experience in growing hybrid poplar biomass
plantations in each area.

Figure 19. The Jefferson, Oregon site worksheet showing Cycles, Tasks and Activities.
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The area in the upper left of the worksheet describes the site location and typical land description
(cells A2 through C3) (Figure 19).
Column headers for the table of activities are in rows 4 and 5 and range from column A (Cycle) all
the way to column AA (Total Cost), a span of 27 columns.
Note that the Freeze Panes option is active, so that the left three columns and top 6 rows will not
move when scrolling through the page. This will aid in keeping track of inputs for specific activities.

Cycles, Tasks and Activities
Columns A, B and C define the Cycle, Task and Activity, respectively, that will be listed in the
columns to the right (Figure 19). The Cycle is defined as either Establishment Cycle, one of the up to
six Coppice Cycles and Restoration. The Establishment Cycle includes Tasks for site or land
preparation, planting, crop care up to two years and harvesting. Coppice Cycles do not include site
preparation or planting but contain crop care activities for up to three years plus harvesting.
Restoration takes place at the end of the rotation, regardless of the Production Schedule selections.
A Task is a broad category of crop production, such as crop care by year or harvesting, while an
Activity is a specific item that takes place within the Task. Thus, Mowing (cell C28) is an activity
within the Crop Care; Year (1) task of the Establishment cycle (Figure 19).
IMPORTANT: When modifying the rotation length using the Production Schedule in the
Assumptions and Inputs, it is not necessary to remove inputs associated with the non-included
cycles, tasks and activities from the site worksheet to match the reduction. The BPCC will
automatically zero out the cost of those activities that are in non-included cycles or tasks.

Number of Occurrences and Portion of Field Treated
Columns D (Number of Occurrences) and E (Portion of Field Treated) define the scope of the activity
(Figure 19). The Number of Occurrences defines how many times the activity will take place during
the crop care year. The Portion of Field Treated indicates the intensity of the activity, that is how
much of the 100-acre field will be covered during the activity. Continuing the example from above,
Mowing will occur one time (cell D28), but will cover only 0.15 (equivalent to 15%) of the total field
(cell E28).
SPECIAL NOTE ABOUT IRRIGATION: In each site worksheet, an activity listed under each Cycle is for
irrigation of the poplar crop. Columns D is where the total number of acre inches to be applied for
the entire growing season is entered. Column E should be entered as 1 to irrigate the entire field or
as some decimal fraction if irrigation will be only over a portion of the field. Both column D and E
should be left blank if no irrigation is to be applied.
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Mechanical Work
Columns G, H and I define the Type of Equipment, Equipment Operator and the total number of
Operating Hours, respectively (Figure 19). It is assumed that each piece of equipment requires only
one operator. To utilize more than one piece of equipment for a given activity, add an additional
operator for each additional piece of equipment needed. Thus, entering 2 in the Equipment
Operator column for mowing (cell H28) would mean using two tractors to complete the activity.
Note that Operating Hours are entered as the total number of hours the selected equipment items
will need to complete the activity. Thus, when calculating equipment operating costs, the number
of equipment operators is multiplied by the entered operating hours. As an example, if an activity
will take 20 total hours, but two tractors and operators will be performing the activity, enter 10 as
the operating hours.
The Type of Equipment is selected from the drop-down list (Figure 20). The list includes all of the
equipment items that are shown in the Assumptions and Inputs Equipment Table. The next column,
Horse Power (column J), is also read from the Assumptions and Inputs Equipment Table.

Figure 20. Select equipment from the drop down list to assign to an activity. Note that the list is identical
to the list in the Equipment table found in the Assumptions and Inputs worksheet.

Fuel Consumption (column K) is calculated based a formula found in a publication of the Virginia
Cooperative Extension (Publication 442-073) using the horse power rating of the equipment and
assumed to be working under load.

Manual Work
Columns M and N are for adding Manual Labor crews to an activity, with column M for the number
of workers on the crew (Crew Size) and column N for the number of hours per crew member (Figure
21). Thus, the total number of hours to complete the activity is the number of crew members
multiplied by the entered number of hours.
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Figure 21. Add crew labor in the input cells in columns M and N.

In the example shown in the above diagram, Crop Care; Year (1), Herbicide – dormant (line 25) is to
be applied by a labor crew. A crew of 12 workers (cell M25) is expected to complete the activity
with each crew member working 8 hours (cell N25). A total of 48 crew-hours will be expended.
Note that during the calculation of the labor costs for an activity, it is assumed that one Supervisor
will be part of the crew, with the remainder made up of Laborers. Hourly wage rate for the
Supervisor and Laborer are entered in the Assumptions and Inputs worksheet tab in the table
Equipment Operator & Farm Laborer Costs. Also note that total crew hours are not scaled by the
Portion of Field treated, but rather are the actual hours needed to complete the activity over the
specified portion of the plantation.

Chemicals
In addition to defining the labor crew, the activity in line 25 also requires the use of chemicals, in
this case an herbicide (Figure 22). Columns P through U allow for the specification of up to two
chemicals (Chemical 1 and Chemical 2), along with the Chemical Name (columns P and S), the rate of
application (columns Q and T) and the units of measure for the chemical (columns R and U). As with
the equipment items, a chemical can be entered by clicking on the input cell and selecting the
chemical from the drop-down list. All chemicals found in the Assumptions and Inputs Chemical
table are shown in the drop-down list for the Name column. The Rate of Application is the amount
of chemical that will be used over the entire 100 acres, specified in either quarts if a liquid
formulation or pounds if a non-liquid. You must enter the application rate as if the entire 100 acres
is being treated. The chemical cost is then scaled by the Portion of Field Treated entry when
calculating the actual chemical cost of the activity.
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Figure 22. Define the type and rate of chemical applications in the inputs for Chemical 1 and Chemical 2.

Harvesting
Harvesting activities are a special case in the site worksheets (Figure 23). As previously described,
harvesting is assumed to be done by a single-pass chip and cut machine, accompanied by an
offloading vehicle to accumulate and move the biomass to the edge of the field. Although it is
recognized that other types of harvesting equipment exist, the single-pass system was the only one
used during the AHB project and thus is specified as the default system for cutting and chipping
poplar biomass in the BPCC. The offloading vehicle can be a self-contained truck or a tractor and
wagon combination. The support vehicle, defined as a combination fuel and service truck, is also on
site for the duration of the harvest.

Figure 23. Choose harvesting equipment type and quantity in cells H47 through H49.

Although the number of harvesters, offloading vehicles and support vehicles can be specified,
Operating Hours are calculated based on the age of the stand being harvested or the yield of the
plantation in BDT’s per acre. For any 1-year-old or 2-year-old Establishment Cycle stand or 1-yearold Coppice Cycle stand, operating hours are based on the harvester ground speed entered in the
Assumptions and Inputs worksheet tab cell E123. Operating hours for 2-year-old and 3-year-old
Coppice Cycle stands is based on the yield of the poplar plantation (Assumptions and Inputs, Yield
MAI Table) and the throughput and harvesting efficiency of the harvester entered in the
Assumptions and Inputs worksheet tab, cells E124 and E125, respectively. This division of method
when calculating operating hours is based on the experience of the AHB Feedstock Team in working
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with the New Holland FR-9080 forage harvester and the 130-FB coppice header, through multiple
harvests of varying age and size biomass stands.

Restoration
At the conclusion of the rotation, as defined in the Assumptions and Inputs Production Schedule
table, it is time to remove the biomass planting and prepare the site, either for a conventional
agricultural crop or a second planting of hybrid poplar biomass.

Figure 24. Restoration takes place at the end of the rotation. The drop down list allows for equpment selection.

Restoration activities are defined on the site tab in lines 299 through 302 (Figure 24). The example
in the Jefferson site tab in Figure 24 assumes the ground is being prepared for return to a
conventional agricultural crop, such as wheat or corn. Equipment selection, such as the large
Mulcher, shown in cell G302, is accomplished using the drop-down list. (A mulcher is a type of
equipment specifically designed to grind up woody stumps and debris. These range in size from 140
to 800 horsepower, depending on the need at the site.)
Selection of Equipment type and size for restoration will ultimately depend on the crop following
the poplar biomass planting and could be less intensive if returning the field to another biomass
crop.

Activity Costs and Totals
Costs are subtotaled as Labor Cost (column W), Equipment Cost (column X), Fuel Cost (column Y)
and Chemical Cost (column Z) (Figure 25). Column AA represents the sum of these costs and is the
Total Cost of the activity, as specified. In the example of the Herbicide – dormant application in line
25, Labor Cost is $1,968.00 and Chemical Cost is $225.00, as the Portion of Field Treated is entered
as 0.25 (not shown). Total Cost of this activity is $2,193.00.
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Figure 25. Columns W through AA show subtotals and total cost for each defined activity.

Output
Once you have selected a site (geographic location), defined a rotation schedule, reviewed and
modified the Assumptions and Inputs and have reviewed and modified the selected site worksheet
it is now time to move to the Output worksheet tab and view the results.

Carry-over Information
The top lines of the Output worksheet tab contain information brought over from the Assumptions
and Inputs tab (Figure 26).
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Figure 26. Carry-over information from the Assumptions and Inputs
worksheet is displayed on the Output worksheet.

Shown are the selected site location, the land selection and a reminder of the selection in the Yield
modifier. This should reduce switching between worksheets while testing multiple cost and pricing
scenarios.

Farming Costs and Yields Summary Table
Figure 27 shows the table that spans
columns B, C and D, from line 10 through
line 48. This table summarizes the costs
associated with establishing, caring for,
harvesting and restoring a hybrid poplar
biomass plantation through the specified
rotation.
Line 11 shows the site preparation and
planting costs to get the biomass planting
in the ground and ready to grow.

Figure 27. Costs for each phase of biomass production are
arrayed in the Costs and Yields output table.

Lines 12 through 16 show the total costs
associated with the Establishment Cycle of
the rotation, while lines 17 through 21 and
following show the total costs of recurring
Coppice Cycles. Note that if the production
schedule dictates fewer than six coppice
cycles, costs associated with unspecified
cycles drop out of the cost table.

It is possible for each of the six Coppice Cycles to have independent entries for crop care and
harvesting activities. However, at the time of release of the BPCC, there was no empirical evidence
to indicate that activities and inputs for Coppice Cycles 2 through 6 would be different from Coppice
Cycle 1. Thus, the selected activities and intensities are identical for all six Coppice Cycles. As new
information becomes available, the BPCC is ready to receive revised crop care and harvesting
activities and costs for subsequent Coppice Cycles.
Line 48 (not shown) summarizes the Restoration costs for the plantation.
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Biomass Production Costs
Weighted average biomass production costs, across the entire specified rotation, is shown on the
basis of dollars per green ton and dollars per bone dry ton in cells H11 and H12, respectively (Figure
28). These costs represent the “break even” price needed to produce a real internal rate of return
of 0.0%.

Figure 28. The break-even cost to produce a green ton or dry ton of
biomass is shown in the Biomass Production Costs output table.

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
The internal rate of return on an investment or project is the rate of return that sets the net present
value of all cash flows (both positive and negative) equal to zero. The IRR is designed to account for
the time preference of money and investments. A given return on investment received at an earlier
time is worth more than the same return received at a later time, so the latter would yield a lower
IRR than the former, if all other factors are equal.
The IRR of the poplar biomass project is shown as both Real IRR, in cell H15 (after taxes, inflation
and other expenses are deducted) and in Nominal IRR, in cell H16 (before taxes, inflation and other
expenses) (Figure 29).

Figure 29. Both the Real and Nominal Internal Rate of Return (IRR) are calculated.

IMPORTANT: in some circumstances, reducing the number of years of the Coppice Cycle
(Assumptions and Inputs tab, Production Schedule table) leads to an irreconcilable error in
calculating the IRR. In this situation, the results of the IRR calculation will display “ERROR” in the IRR
value cell, with the adjacent message “Check biomass price and Schedule inputs!”. This occurs
because decreasing the coppice cycle duration can result in reduced yields that have such a negative
impact on the crop production costs that the IRR formula cannot resolve itself to show the large
negative result.
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Net Present Value (NPV)
In finance, the net present value (NPV) is the summation of the present value of a series of present
and future cash flows. NPV accounts for the time value of money and provides a method for
evaluating and comparing investments with cash flows spread over many years. The further out in
time an expense or revenue occurs, the less impact it has on the NPV.
The NPV of the poplar biomass rotation is shown in a table that spans columns G through J and lines
18 through 42 of the Output tab (Figure 30). Note that the table title (row 18) displays the percent
annual discount rate from the entry in the Assumptions and Inputs worksheet (cell E44).

Figure 30. Cumulative Expenses, Revenue are calculated and arrayed for the entire hybrid
poplar biomass rotation with the Net Present Value (NPV) shown at rotation age.

The table calculates the NPV per acre for the specified rotation. Red indicates negative cash flow or
NPV while black shows positive cash flows or NPV. When the rotation is set as less than 20 years in
the Production Schedule (Assumptions and Inputs) values will not show up in the non-specified
years. If using the Purchase and Sell inputs for Land (Assumptions and Inputs, cells C6 and D21,
respectively), note that the NPV calculation shows up in the year following the end of the rotation.
The calculation assumes the land sale will occur during the first quarter of the year following the end
of the rotation.
Not shown is the accompanying chart found to the right of the NPV table in the Output worksheet
tab. This visually displays the expense and revenue stream throughout the rotation.
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IMPORTANT: The Output worksheet tab is formatted to print all the tables (without the graph) on a
single page in landscape orientation. You can also use the “Page Setup” menu command to put your
own custom title in the footer of the printout.

Conclusion
The BPCC is intended to be a flexible, dynamic tool for users to test a wide range of alternative
inputs, prices and yields for the production of a hybrid poplar biomass crop. As the user, feel free to
experiment with a wide variety of inputs and modifications to the Assumptions and Inputs,
Production Schedule and Activities. You are encouraged to use the BPCC to best fit your own
situation.
Some possible examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Step through a series of incremental yield changes, using the Yield Modifier table
and Yield Selector. (Assumptions and Inputs)
Run a range of GST biomass prices to see the impact of biomass price on the IRR.
Vary the production schedule to see how reducing the number of coppice cycles or
the cycle duration impacts the IRR and NPV. (Assumptions and Inputs)
See the impact of Land, by switching from Lease to Purchase or varying lease or
purchase rates per acre. (Assumptions and Inputs)
Compare the options to Purchase Land, then either Sell or Keep the land at the end
of the rotation.
See the impact to crop care costs of changes in fuel costs by increasing or
decreasing the fuel cost input. (Assumptions and Inputs)
Examine the production cost differences of varying crop care activities and
intensities or of using different equipment items. (Site worksheet tabs)
Examine the impact on production costs of increasing or decreasing harvesting rates
and efficiencies. (Assumptions and Inputs)
View the impact of increasing labor costs through the Equipment Operator and
Farm Laborer Costs table. (Assumptions and Inputs)
Modify the transportation distance or per mile cost to see the impact on delivery
costs for the biomass from the plantation or drop out transportation costs
completely by setting cost and distance to 0. (Assumptions and Inputs)
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